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Introduction
These days, carbon nanotubes CNTs are considered a

promising material for several Nano technological programs
specifically in science and medicinal drug because of their top
notch electronic, mechanical and structural houses. The
properties of CNTs may be chemically modified by way of
addition of halogens, as fluorine. A few authors have stated that
the functionalization of CNTs with fluorine appreciably
adjustments their electrical, mechanical and optical houses. In
this feel, the determination of F in CNT is an essential
assignment on the way to evaluate the performance of this
material for many packages. However, there may be a lack of
analytical tactics suitable for CNT evaluation, specifically
associated with dedication. A few works had been posted
concerning CNT evaluation, but they're generally devoted to
structural characterization, purity evaluation, metals
determination, amongst others. Current tactics endorsed for
CNT analysis are associated with microwave-assisted acid
digestion or dry ashing.however, these tactics used for pattern
digestion aren't appropriate for further halogens due to the low
pattern mass that could be digested or the low decomposition
efficiency. Moreover, a few drawbacks are associated with
analytic losses for the duration of sample remedy; even the use
of closed vessels.Pyrohydrolysis is a convenient sample coaching
approach with entire separation among analyses and sample
matrix. In this example, is launched from the sample matrix and
problems related to precipitation in answer couldn't be
expected. Further, when you consider that better sample
quantities can be decomposed by pyro hydrolysis, better limits
of detection can be finished. Every other benefit in contrast with

different strategies is that analyses could be retained in diluted
alkaline answers or maybe in water, minimizing the incidence of
interferences in the determination step. The departure from
linear response which frequently takes place at dilute fluoride
concentrations of the calibration curve reduces the sensitivity of
the electrode. The linear part of the same old curve can be
prolonged to decrease fluoride ranges by means of dilution of
the buffer itself. TISAB III M. tri-Ammonium citrate is the
superior of the eleven buffer systems tested in terms of masking
potential. Of the potentially interfering species studied, only A1
and Mg pose interference issues.

A minimum recompleting time of 20 minutes, and ideally 24
hours, after buffer addition is required if the overall
recompleting capacity of the buffer is to be exploited. The
protecting potential and the stability of the complex shaped
with the aid of the buffer go to pot on storage. Buffers must be
discarded following a most garage length of weeks Fluoride is
found in water and much food merchandise. Small
concentrations are beneficial to health, but big concentrations
are poisonous. Dimension is completed easily with less
expensive gadget. The system is added, the principles defined,
and operation, calibration, care, maintenance and
troubleshooting protected on this path. Intake of fluoride at
stage past the ones used in fluoridated water for an extended
time frame reasons skeletal fluorosis. In a few areas, particularly
the Asian subcontinent particularly India, Pakistan and
Bangladesh skeletal fluorosis is endemic. Its miles recognized to
motive irritable bowel signs and joint ache. Early ranges aren't
clinically apparent and may be misdiagnosed as rheumatoid
arthritis or anklosingspondylitis
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